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More than a billion people live in China. 
Most of them live and work in the countryside.

Some people have 
small plots of land 
where they grow food 
for their families and 
to sell at market. 

They might keep a few animals such as a pig, 
chickens or ducks for meat and eggs.
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Most farmers are 
poor. 

They use cattle to 
plough their fields 
and wash their 
clothes in the river.
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Some farmers have tractors 
for ploughing and taking food 
to market but most farmers 
sow and harvest crops using 
hand tools and animals to 
help them. 
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These are farmers’ fields in 
Sichuan. 

The bright yellow fields are 
growing rapeseed which is 
used to make oil for 
cooking.

The green fields are rice 
paddies which are rice 
fields where rice is grown.
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This is a field of rapeseed that will be made into 
oil. The Chinese do a lot of cooking with oil.
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South of the Yangtze 
River, where it’s 
warmer and wetter, 
tea and rice are 
grown.

Everyone eats rice in 
China, especially in 
the south. This little 
girl is eating rice with 
chopsticks.
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In China, children learn to use 
chopsticks at one year old and by the 
time they are four years old they are 
experts!

How to use chopsticks Link
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A lot of rice is grown in China.
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Rice is grown in flooded fields.

These men are preparing flooded rice fields for 
sowing the seed. They are using water buffalos 
which are a kind of cattle. 
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The baskets are full of 
rice seeds. 

The men are preparing a 
muddy field ready for 
sowing the seeds. 

When the rice shoots are about 18 cm high, workers 
will dig them out and plant them in a rice paddy.Sa
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Women plant the spiky 
green seedlings in neat 
rows.

After about three months 
the rice crop will be 
harvested.
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The Chinese believe that The Chinese believe that The Chinese believe that The Chinese believe that 
rice is a gift from the rice is a gift from the rice is a gift from the rice is a gift from the 
animals. animals. animals. animals. 

Once upon a time, China 
was flooded. The people 
ran up to the hills to 
escape the floods. When 
the floods were over, they 
came down from the hills 
and found that all the 
plants had died. They tried 
hunting but there were few 
animals left. 
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One day, some people saw a dog 
running across a field. Around its 
neck were bundles of stalks with 
yellow seeds. The people grew the 
seeds and called the plants “rice”. 
With rice to eat, they were not 
hungry anymore. 

That is why rice is considered That is why rice is considered That is why rice is considered That is why rice is considered 
more precious than jewels in more precious than jewels in more precious than jewels in more precious than jewels in 
Chinese culture.Chinese culture.Chinese culture.Chinese culture.Sa
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This field is full of tea 
plants and the workers 
are picking the new 
leaves which will be 
made into …. tea!
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A new tea plant 
must grow for five 
years before its 
leaves can be 
picked and when 
it’s 30 years old 
it’s too old to use 
any more.

The leaves have to be heated in a big tea cauldron 
to dry them out before they can be used to make a 
cup of tea.
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Tea is a very popular drink in China and a special 
place to drink tea is in one of the many Chinese 
Tea Houses like this one in Shanghai.
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Selling tea at the market

There are many 
different kinds of tea 
grown in China.

This is Longjing tea, a 
famous green tea from 
China.
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These stalls are outside a 
temple and the stall holders are 
all selling tea. Visitors to the 
temple can stop and try any of 
the different kinds of tea.
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In the north of 
China where it is 
cooler, most farms 
grow wheat. 
This wheat is ready 
for harvesting.

Harvesting the wheat.
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This is wheat grain.

In our country farmers 
use combine harvesters 
to separate the grain 
from the stalks.

In China most farmers 
have to keep hitting the 
stalks (thrashing) until 
the grain is separated.Sa
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The wheat grain is used to make bread, noodles 
and dumplings called jiaozijiaozijiaozijiaozi.

The jiaozi are stuffed 
with pork and leeks.
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Did you know that Chinese children eat noodles on 
their birthdays to bring them luck and long life?
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Did you also know 
that China grows more 
watermelons than any 
other country?Sa
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The watermelons 
grow on sandy fields 
and are sold at the 
market.Sa
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Many 
farmers grow 
Mulberry 
plants along 
the road and 
on the edges 
of their 
fields.

The leaves are sold to other farmers who keep 
silkworms. Silkworms spin a silk thread that’s 
used to make silk and they only eat maple leaves.
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These are silkworms that have 
been kept on a farm.

They are being collected and will 
be sold to a factory that will use 
their silk thread to make silk.

This worker 
is taking 
them to 
market on 
his cart.
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These are silkworms that have just arrived at the 
factory. The silk thread has to be unwound from 
the cocoons before it can be used to make silk.
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The thread will be used to make beautiful silk cloth.
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These are traditional silks.
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